
For an enjoyable experiential RETAIL

JACOBS coffee Magicians  

Brew the appetite



TastingRoasting SmellingHarvesting 

Coffee Experience is a unique one



The new coffee engaged generation
Continues to drive new coffee culture and consumption habits



MEGA  Trends IMPACTING the Industry–
Tapping into new behaviours

New generations using trend channels

E-commerce growing influence

Small artisan coffee shops

OOH channel

drives innovation

Shoppers looking to bring

the OOH experience

into their homes

Consumers are willing to

pay more for a unique

coffee experience

Growth of  GDP per capita

Sustainability

Choices that matter

for the planet

Mindful indulgence

SHOPPING REINVENTED EXPERIENCE MORE PREMIUMIZATION ETHICAL & HEALTH CONSCIOUS



Millenials – Shopping mission =
transactional & boring

35% enjoyable in-store experience makes more likely to shop with a retailer

30% it would make me more likely to purchase more



Shopping Not an Easy Case



Shopping becoming even Risky
50% Not want to go back or 
want to go back part time

Impact in city centers to be 
continued



Jacobs COFEE Magic



Need to Find customers where they are
At home watching TV or surfing on the internet



Need to Find customers where they are
At their social media 



Need to Find customers where they are
On the radio



In Store difficulties Driving 
ON LINE growth



Samples via online

Retargeting with an 

exclusive coupon

3k samples



Retailtaintment
Interactiveness: Connect the senses – memories of what we feel, hear, see, smell, and touch, 
may last a lifetime.

Originality: Making the customer feel they entered a different WORLD.

Connectedness: Fel that the experience has been created for them.

Unexpectedness: These unique experiences are critical to ensure your brand is remembered.



New COVID HABITS new Opportunities



Make your OWN recipes by Jacobs



Be YOUR OWN  Barista



Coffee Magicians & Barista Academy

You can become a coffee magician with JACOBS..

You can also enjoy signature beverages prepared from our barista..at home..



Try recipes at home & become your own barista

JACOBS FREDDO CAPPUCCINO JACOBS ESPRESSO TONIC

JACOBS ESPRESSO CARAMEL ALMOND JACOBS FRAPPE CARAMEL MACCHIATO JACOBS FRAPPE

JACOBS ESPRESSO CHOCO & COCONUT



Signature JACOBS Beverages -microsite 



Digital Signage

100 stores

110 screens

7 days



We Adjust even further - Telepresence

Unexpectedness-Interactiveness



Nothing CAN STOP YOU  from JOY
Make the coffee you ENJOY most

Be   your  own   barista  in  … LIFE   as   well   



Be YOUR OWN  Barista


